Title word cross-reference

(2 + \epsilon) [PS19]. (\alpha, \beta) [BKMP10]. (h, k) [BEJK19]. (k, r) [DFHT05]. (min, +) [CMWW19]. (n – 1) [RW10a]. 1 [KN16]. 1 – 1/\epsilon [HTWZ19]. 1.5 [KN16]. 2 [ERV16, Fuj12, GILP16, HCT + 11, dVV19, KN16, SS18]. 2 + \epsilon [AGLIW18]. 2.5545 [HCT + 11]. 3 [CLL + 12, FLL + 19, Heg06]. 4/3 [dVV19]. 4k^2 [Tho10a, Tho10b]. H [VWY10]. K [DM09, ABF + 18, AMS06, BPR + 17, Cha10b, CV20, CMVZ16, DKR16, DKN17, FHR07, FN10, GIN + 17, GHNR10a, GHNR10b, HHL + 16, HMS07, Lev09, Li17, PT16, RRS07, RZ12, WZ16]. l_i [BDW19]. M [HIMŽ19]. n [RW10a]. O(log k) [ACEc19]. O(log n) [KK13]. o(mn) [Cha12]. O(n^2) [BS06a]. O(n^{2.75}) [AFM08]. O(n^3) [GT08]. O(n \log^2 n) [KMW10]. O(n \log n) [BKMO9b, BKMO9a]. O(nm) [CMA + 19, KMMP07]. O(VE) [DC05]. P_\delta [LPV18]. st [BSWN15, KW16b]. t [DP06].

-Approximation [dVV19, KN16, PS19, Fuj12, KK13]. -ary [DP06, RRS07].

0.8776-Approximation [ABG16].

1-center [YLW08]. 1-median [YLW08].


3-approximation [BPGN09]. 3SUM [Cha20]. 3SUM-hard [Cha20].

4-leaf [BLS08].


Admission [AA09]. Adversarial [CKR12, NE19, CDHW09]. adversary [AC10]. Advertising [AFH+16]. Advice [GP19]. affine [GMT11]. Agents [DP14]. aggregation [BMSV+09]. Agnostic [Win16]. agreeable [JLSS12]. agreement [KKK+10]. Algebraic [AK18, CLL14, Vig14]. Algebras [KW16a]. Algorithm [ACEc19, AFS18, AKB17, AKLR20, AER15, BDW19, BFPP18, CMA+19, CLL+12, CMV16, CJL17, CH17, DKN17, DS19, ERV16, FGK+16, HHL+16, Hiri19, HU20, dVV19, KKK18, KKI3, KK16, KN16, MMS14, PRS20, AFM08, And10, AMM07, AR06, BB09, Bla08, BS10, BD11, CCKR11, DC05, CCM10, CKS05, Cra10, CNP+11, DMRW09, DS08, Dji10, DV10, EK07, EPR10, EFKN09, Fuj12, HOS07, IM12, JZ06, KY13, Kau07, KMW10, RW09, VH05].

Algorithmic [AMS06, BCFN07, GIKW19, HS17]. Algorithms [ASW08, ABF+18, AMNS17, AKF+18, BGGN16, BBHT17, BKN14, BGIH19, BR+14, BGN+18, BBM19, BB12, BMMSM12, BSSX12, BF18, CHA18, Cab19, CLL14, CV20, CMV16, CDHW09, CMY11, CDP19, DGM18, DHK16, DH18, DPS18, EFM+16, EW20, EN19, EHL+18, ELR+08, FLN14, FLPR12, GS17, GKM16, HH17, HKKK16, Har18, HL13, ISG07, KLP+16a,
KX19, KLP16b, KMPS16, Lac13, LNR⁺¹⁴, LMS18, LRS18, MV15, NS16, RS17, SHHA16, Swa16, AAK06, AMR09, AF07, AA14, AR09, AGvS13, AKL10, AKR12, BCD12, BKS12, BAT11, BFK⁺¹², BCM11, BF07, CPR⁺¹¹, CMO⁺⁰⁸, CMM09, CKP12, CJST07, DFHT05, DI06, DJP⁺¹², EF12, Elk11, Epp06, FP10, FZ07, GS09, GKLTO9, GKK⁺⁰⁹, GHPT05, HSS07, Iba08, IMY10, JR05, KNS⁺⁰⁷, MV08, MZ12, PU07, PR08, RSS06]. **algorithms** [SZ10, YLW08, CEGK11]. All-Or-Nothing [AFH⁺¹⁶]. All-Pairs [KT18, Cha12, RS11a, MTZ10]. Allocation [AKS17, PS16, CCKR11, GN14]. Allocations [AMNS17]. Almost [AL13, DH18, CPL12, Elk05, FKW11]. Alphabet [BN14]. Alphabet-Independent [BN14]. Alternating [NRS18]. Alternation [BK08]. amid [AFS18]. amnesic [GLPP08]. among [CW15, FKS08]. Amortized [GHT18]. Analysis [BBHT17, BKK⁺¹⁹, ERV16, ER17, FN20, GHTP05, SCRS17, WNN15, AAY10, AR09, BK08, BAT11, DMM⁺¹², DJ06, DK12, EP05, Epp06, FKV09, GN14, GR10]. analytic [SSS⁺¹¹]. Analyzing [CCW18]. Anarchy [GHLL16, DHMZ12]. ancestor [GRR06]. Ancestors [Gab17]. annotated [GGN06]. Annotations [CCMT14]. anonymity [APF⁺¹⁰]. Anonymous [DP14, GMP17]. any [FKW11]. Application [AFH⁺¹⁶, ARS⁺¹⁴, Coh18]. Applications [BR16, DHK16, GIKW19, Hr19, HTJ17, KMNS17, KW16a, Swa16, AAY10, AG10, AZ08, BB08, DMM⁺¹², FGPS08, FGGV06, FSP08, NW07, RR07, VFW10]. applied [BM08]. Approach [BFGT16, Gab16, LMMW16, AAA⁺⁰⁶, NW07, VB08]. approximability [CGNS08]. Approximate [AEF18, AC10, AFS⁺¹⁵, BS06a, BSSX20, CW16, FJS14, GMP05, GLNS08, HLS07, PP18, WY18, AKR12, BFG09, CSTW12, Vis08]. Approximating [CLNV14, Das13, DKR16, FR10, GJL12, GGG10, HLS09, KR16, LMMW16, MR09, Mar10, Nut09, Nut12, Oum08, RT13, WY16, Man12]. Approximation [Adj19, AFB⁺¹⁸, AMNS17, AGLW18, ABG16, BR14, BHP19, BKM15, BPR⁺¹⁷, CMV16, DHK16, DKN17, EF⁺¹⁶, FGL⁺²⁰, FKRS19, GKK⁺⁰⁹, HKK16, HHL⁺¹⁶, HW19, HLL⁺¹⁶, dV19, IMY10, JMR19, JR05, KK13, KK16, KN16, KWW⁺¹⁶, MMS14, MV08, NHK08, PS19, Swa16, TY18, BFKS14, BKL07, BPG09, Blä08, BM09a, BKMO9b, CCKR11, CGI08, Cla10, DJP⁺¹², DV10, EFK09, Fuji12, HM07, JZ06, Jh06, KAO8, Kar09, LD09, RS09, SS08a, VH05, CPR⁺¹¹]. Approximations [ASS19, FIM⁺⁰⁶, Jac11, LMB11]. arbitrarily [And09]. Arbitrary [BCP13, EP12]. arborescence [DV10]. arc [GGN06]. arc-annotated [GGN06]. Archipelagos [GRS17]. architectures [NW07]. Arrangement [TY18, NS10]. arrays [FGGV06, LK08]. Arrival [BH19]. Arrivals [HTWZ19]. ary [DP06, RRS07]. Ascending [BGH19]. Ascending-Price [BGH19]. Aspects [HS17, BCFN07]. Assignment [AFH⁺¹⁶, BH12, MMS14, MS17, Soc16, CNP⁺¹¹, HLS09, Jac11, LM11]. asymmetric [Blä08]. Asymptotic [HJ17, SS08a]. Asymptotically [FV19, GIN⁺¹⁷, HS18]. asynchronous [KKK⁺¹⁰, KS08]. asynchronously [CPL12]. Atomic [FKS08, CCK10a]. auctions [BLW09]. Augmentation
Augmenting [KN16, EFKN09]. automata [AKL10]. automaton [CFI+08]. Average [AR08a, AR09, WNN15, IM12]. Average-case [AR08a, AR09]. axis [CKS09]. axis-parallel [CKS09].


Center [CN19, HPST19, ASW08, DFHT05, YLW08]. Center-Type
[HPST19]. centralized [Elk11]. Certification [GT16a, GT16b]. chairman
[CNP+11]. changes [CFH07]. Channel [BJKK18, CKR12, Soc16]. channels
[AZ07]. Cheeger [KW16b]. Cheeger-Type [KW16b]. Chordal
[ALM+19, HSS07, Iha08]. CIOQ [AR06]. Circuits [BH19, FGLS19, HS18].
circular [NS10]. Class [HIMŽ19]. Classes [CDP19, KRS19, FP10, GKLT09].
Classical [BBHT17]. Classification [GLS10]. Claus [AFS12]. Clique
[CDP19, FGL+19, HKP+18, Oum08]. Clique-width
[CDP19, FGL+19, Oum08]. cliques [IR09]. Clocks [ANFS17]. Closed
[CMA+19]. closest [AKS08]. Closure [Epp18, Rod08]. Clustering
[ABS10, FKRS19, GLS10, ZO08, APF+10, CGK+11, Epp09b, EV10, Lev09].
CNF [CDL+16]. CNF-SAT [CDL+16]. Co [Kra14]. Co-Nondeterminism
[Kra14]. coalitions [FKS08]. code [KL06]. Codes [MN18]. Coding
[CLL+12]. Coin [BBHT17]. Collecting [Fuk17, HKKN12]. collections
[CHLS07]. collective [GLPP08]. Color [CLL+12]. Coloring
[CHL+20, FGL+19, BNC08, CKS09, DKT11, HKS11, PRV11, SS08a].
Colors [DLS14]. Column
[BSSX20, Joh05, Joh06, Joh07, Khu05, Khu06, Khu07]. Column-sparse
[BSSX20]. combination [GHPT05]. Combinatorial [EF12].
Combinatorial [AKS17, BST08, FGLS08, GM12, BCN12, FP10].
combinatorics [SSS+11]. Common
[AW19, CMA+19, Gab17, CLLJ08, CKS05]. Communication [KR16].
community [ZO08]. Compact [AGM+08, BB08, KRX16, CSTW12].
Compacting [CKL+09]. Comparison [Cha10a]. Comparison-based
[Cha10a]. Comparisons [AFHN16]. Competitive
[ACEc19, AKM08, AER15, BAT11, GR10, LMMW16]. Completeness
[GIKW19, Joh05, Joh06, Joh07]. Completion [BFPP18, GLP06].
Complexes [BS18]. Complexity [CKP+19, CBFWW15, Das13, DHM+14a,
DHPR16, GLJS17, KKR19, LM19, AK12a, BCMSM12, CEGK11, FLM+12].
Compressed [BN14, CHLS07, FMMN07, FV16, Gaw13, Jez15, BFG09,
FV10, MN08, RNO11]. compressing [FGGV06]. Compression
[GMS19, KW14, FGGV06]. Computation
[BPL18, BH19, CR18, MN18, FIM+06, PT11]. Computations
[FLS+18, FMS+10]. Computing
[AFN+18, AFS18, AMNS17, BF09, BCKV06, CW15, CMV16, DGM18, Elk05,
FGK+16, MA16, NZC11, RW10b, SS18, BB09, Dji10, EPR10].
Concentration [HH17, Har19]. Conditional [KT18]. conditions [ST08].
configuration [HKS11]. confinement [AKPS10]. conflict
[BNC08, CKS09]. conflict-free [BNC08, CKS09]. conflicting [GHKS08].
Confusability [CCK19]. Congestion
[KK16, CKK10a, FFM12, FKS08, Swa12]. congruent [CKS09]. conjunctive
[CFK+07]. Connected [FLST18, dVV19, Lac13]. Connectivity
[BK16, CHGG+17, Gab16, GILP16, KN16, MV15, CEGS11, CRV11,

[KRS19, ST08, And10]. density [KP08, ST08]. Dependent
[KR18, CRR09, JMR19]. Depth [BEJK19, HS18]. Derandomized [Har19].
Derivative [CDJS17]. Descent [Hir19, AKR12]. Design
[BK16, AZ08, CCGK08, EGS05, EK00, JR05, KSS09]. Despite
[DDP14, AC10]. Detection [BFGT16, AEL+12, HKM+12]. Determining
[AR08b]. Deterministic [BCEG07, BNCS08, BKK+19, BF18, CHA18, CI17,
DP14, GP19, Har18, Lac13, LMP18, NS16, TSZ14, MTZ10, Ružić08, Ružić09].
deterministically [Kr08]. DFTs [HU20]. Diagrams [AK18, DHPR16].
Dial [GNR15, GHRN10a, GHRN10b]. Dial-a-Ride [GNR15].
Diameter [Cab19, Sol13, WY16]. dictionaries [BB08, FG09, RRS07, Ružić08]. differ
[EK06]. different [Jan05]. difficulty [HSB07]. Digraphs
[HMM+18, CRV11]. Dilworth [HMM+18]. Dimension
[ACGP16, KR16, CGK+11]. Dimensional
[AEP18, CHLT14, HW19, WY18, GLS10, NS09]. Dimensionality [CI18].
Dimensions [CHA18, FR10]. Directed [CCHM15, GILP16, BD11, CEK711,
EPR10, GN08, HKR07, KMW10, NS10, RTZ08, RZ12, VB08]. Direction
[ADD+18]. Direction-Constrained [ADD+18]. Discontinuity [CCW18].
Discounted [MTZ10]. Discovering [FKW11, GR17]. Discrepancy
[EPR13]. Discrete [AFK+15, BGN+18, NW07]. Disjoint
[AW19, KK13, KK16, CK07, CS07, DS11, GW07, Z008]. disks
[CKS09, GKK+09]. displacements [Jan05, Vio05]. Disposal
[CHJ+18, SHH16]. Dissections [FPS08]. Distance
[ACGP16, AFN+18, AFK+15, BPL18, EP16, GS18, GW20, MA16, WY13,
ABS10, AHPSW10, AK12a, BS06a, CSTW12, CW10, CM07, DMR09,
FR10, GLN08, HPR14, MR09]. Distances [Cab19, GMV09]. Distinct
[Bla20, KK12]. distortion [Pet09]. Distributed
[ASS19, AKR12, BHS14, BKKL18, CHL+20, GKP08, KMMPS16,
PR20, SCRS17, CMY11]. distributing [FMS+10]. Distribution
[HS17, LCS+19, BH12, CRV11, Vio05]. Distribution-free [LCS+19].
Distributitional [WN15, CDHW09]. Distributions [CDJS17]. Divergent
[GT16a, GT16b]. Diversification [BJILY17]. Divide [HJT17].
Divide-and-Conquer [HT17]. Dividing [HT17]. DNA [KSS09]. Do
[S20]. Domains [Wim16, OGGW10]. dominance [BST08, Epp09a].
Dominating [ASS19, FLST18, GS17, FGPS08, GKL09, PRS12].
Domination [HMVV19, LPV18]. Dominator [GT16a, GT16b]. Doors
Drawing [BR16]. drawings [BLPS13]. Dual
[AD16, DH18, H19, WNN15, BCM11, VB08]. Dual-Pivot [AD16, WNN15].
due [KWW12]. Dynamic
[ALLS07, ANFS17, BCC+10, BBM19, BJILY17, CN14, CKS19, GS18, HKN17,
KP08, MN08, KTK+19, NS14, NS16, RST14, Tao14, AKS08, AHTL05,
BS12, CHLS07, Dl06, Ekk11, Epp09a, GK09, Iba08, LK08, Rod08].
Dynamics [FV19, FFM12].
ear [DC05]. Easy [KPR16]. Edge
[BK16, CMA +19, CHL +20, CK07, GILP16, GM14, dVV19, KK13, KK16, KN16, MV15, EFKN09, HKS11, MZ12, SS08a]. Edge-Connectivity [KN16, MV15, EFKN09]. Edge-covering [CMA +19]. Edge-Disjoint [KK13, KK16, CK07]. Edges [ADD +18]. Edit
[CDI +12, GMS19, PU07, AMM07, CCM10, GMV09, MN08]. Entropy-based [PU07, AMM07]. entropy-compressed [MN08]. Enumerating [CMA +19]. Enumeration [II09]. Enumerative [HS17]. Environments [NE19]. Envy [SHHA16]. Envy-Free [SHHA16]. equal [GP08, IMY10], equal-length [GP08]. equals [FGGV06], equations [Epp06]. Equilibria
[BKM15, CS08, So13]. Eulerian [FLM +12, KK13]. Evaluation [DHK16]. Even [CP12, KKR19]. everywhere [CPL12]. evolution [FBV09]. Exact [AKF +18, CP12, GHT18, HJHT17, Vio05, BFK +12]. Excluded
[FLST18, LR15], excluding [RW09]. Expansion [CLL +12, PR12]. Expected [DHPR16, BS06a]. Experimental [DI06]. Experiments
[FGGV06]. explicit [RW10a]. Exploration
[DP14, GP19, TSZ14, AGP +11, CFI +08, DKK06]. Exponential
[ANFS17, CKP +19, DHM +14a, FP13, GKLTO9, KLPT +16a]. exponentially [PR08]. expression [BFG09]. extended [HPR14]. extension
[GN14, KMP07]. extensions [BHZ13]. external [CFLM07, LK08]. extreme [GGM10].
[AKLR20, BKK17, BH19, CMV16, CD17, CP12, DGM18, EW20, FLN14, FZ07, GS17, GW20, HW19, Jez15, Kar08, KKK18, KX19, KLP16b, LNR+14, RSS06, BG11, Dj10, Rod08, TM08, MM09]. father [SSS+11]. Fault
[HHL+16, PP16, PP18, SS08b]. Fault-Tolerant
[HHL+16, PP16, PP18, SS08b]. Faulty [KT19]. Feedback
[ALM+19, CCHM15, KR18, LRS18, RSS06, Tho10a, Tho10b]. Few
[BHK+16, GW07]. fewer [PR08]. FFT [GKM16]. FIFO [And09]. File
[BBM19]. fill [KMM11]. fillup [JS07]. filter [CDHW09, DH12]. Filters
[NE19]. Filtrations [BS18]. Few
[BHK+16, GW07]. fewer [PR08]. FFT [GKM16]. FIFO [And09]. File
[BBM19]. fill [KMM11]. fillup [JS07]. filter [CDHW09, DH12]. Filters
[NE19]. Filtrations [BS18].


Meet [BKK17, CPL12]. Meet-in-the-Middle [BKK17].
Melding [MTTZ06].
Medium [ARS14].
Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].
networks [BCN12]. Metric [AFN+18, ABS10]. Metrics [CGMZ16, CJ18, CGR08, GS09].
Melding [MTTZ06]. Memory [FP13, AKM08, AGP+11, AC10, BAT11, CFLM07, GLPP08, KKM11, LK08].
Memoryless [CV20, Fot11]. mergeable [GKS+11]. mesh [FSP08].


Parameter [BBT12, CM15, CCHM15, DHM14b, MV15, DFHT05, RSS06, CGK+11].

Parameterized [BFPP18, CHLT14, FLS+18, KW16a, LNR+14, LRS18, RS17, GJJ12, HLS07].

Parametric [BKK17]. pair [AKS08]. Pairs [KT18, Cha12, DI06, MTZ10, RS11a]. Pairwise [Cab19, GW07]. pants [Epp09b]. Parallel [DH12, FN20, HH17, Har18, CKS09, GKK+09, Han07].


Performance [HJ15]. periodic [BCSM12]. Periodicity [EMS10].

Permanent [DHM+14a, And09]. Permutation [Wim16].

Permutation-Invariant [Wim16]. Permutations [BBHT17, EPR13, RW10a]. permuterm [FV10]. Persistent [Cha13].


GPSS15, HTWZ19, BB09, BLW09, CFH07, FSP08, MZ12, PS10, PR08.
Randomized [AEP18, CV20, FN20, KSS09, KKM11, KW14, PR08, BK07].
Range [ACY12, CW16, GIN+17, WY18, BCEG07]. Rank
[HST15, IKM+06, BF09, FGL+20, Oum08]. Rank-Balanced [HST15],
rank-convolutions [BF09]. Rank-maximal [IKM+06]. rank-width
[Oum08]. ranking [CFR10]. Rate [RS11b]. Ratio
[LMMW16, BCM11, BF07, BM08, Kar09]. Ray [Tao14, GK09].
Reachability [Lac13]. read [Wil10]. Real
[BG14, BNGK+09, BCMMS12, VWY10]. Real-Time
Reasoning [AKL10]. Rebalancing [STK16]. receiver [EK06]. recognition
[BSL08]. Recognizing [AFT19]. recolorings [MSS11]. Recompression
[Jezi15]. Reconfiguration [LM19]. Reconstruction [CJL17, KMZ18].
Recovery [GLPS17], rectangle [ELR+08], rectangles [CKS09].
Rectangular [BGPV08]. rectilinear [GF09]. Recurrence [JJT17, Epp06].
recurrent [Kau07]. Reducing [CJ18]. Reduction [MMS14, MOR13, NS09].
redundancy [BF08]. Reflex [DMM+12]. register [DP06]. regret [YLW08].
Regular [GFLS19, BF09, GKK10]. regulation [HS09]. rejections
[AAG09]. Related [BFGT16, BDW19, CKP12]. relations [BHMS11].
Relationship [KR19]. relative [BF07, BM08]. Relaxation
[Li17, ABD+08, GGG10]. relaxed [DM09]. Relay [EFM+16]. Rendezvous
[FP13, TSZ14, KKM11]. rent [BKLP07]. rent-or-buy [BKLP07].
Reordering [AER15]. Repairmen [HKKK16, FHR07]. Repeats [CCK19].
repetitions [AAG09]. Replacement [GW20, RZ12, WY13, EPR10].
Representations [Gab16, FMMN07]. Representative [FLPS17].
Representing [BN15]. Required [PT16]. reservation [BM08]. residents
[KMMP07]. Resilient [GFI09]. Resolution [GM12]. Resource
[JMR19, CCKR11, GN41]. respect [CG+11]. response [FFM12, PUW08].
Restore [CMR18]. Restricted [AKS17, PS16, BNLT07]. restriction
[GGG10]. restrictions [AMS06]. Results
[EW20, GRSW16, CFR+11, GHKS06, GHKS13, HIMY07, KNS+07].
Retroactive [DIL07]. Reversal [CBFW15]. Revisited
[ABH+18, CK07, HPR14, NS09]. Ride [GNR15, GHNR10a, GHNR10b].
right [DMM+12]. Robust [ARS+14, GN16, HS06]. roommates [CF05].
Rooted [CLNV14, KL06, Sava06]. roots [Lau06]. Roundtrip [RTZ08].
Route [CMVZ16]. Routing [AZ07, ADPP07, CGMZ16, CBFW15, GMT11, KRX16, AGM+08, CSTW12, HKRL07, KP08, RTZ08]. Rule [HJ15].
Rumor [DFS14].
s [BRFF+12, CRV11]. S-T [CRV11]. Salesman [DT16, BHKK12]. samples
[EMS10]. Sampling
[CHGG+17, Coh18, BCEG07, FSP08, GKK10, MPV10, PT11]. Santa
[AFS12]. SAT [CDL+16]. Satisfaction [GRS17, CMM09, SS09]. savings
[HJT17, BST08]. solvable [ASS08]. Solving [GM14, SW20, DS08]. Some
[Cha20, CDP19, GMS19, GRSW16, AR09, CGNS08, FP10, GKL09, HSB07].
Sort [NZC11]. Sorting [AFHN16, CMR18, FZ07, FG08, GS09]. source
[AGG+09]. Space [BFG+16, EHR16, GS17, WY18, BG11, Cha10a, DFR09,
EMS10, GLS10, KMW10, PT11]. Space-Constrained [EHR16]. Spanner
[DKR16]. Spanners [CWN18, ES16, EN19, Sol13, BKMP10, BKS12, Elk11,
GLNS08, P09, RTZ08]. Spanning [BP11, FGLS19, GT16a, GT16b,
HKN17, PRS20, CS08, DV10, JR05, PR08, Z008]. Sparse
[BFG+16, BHPR19, CI17, DHS16, EN19, GIKW19, GLPS17, kTK+19, PP16,
RT14, Sol13, BSSX20, Cla10, Elk11, Epp09a, MR09, YZ05]. Sparsest
[KW16b, CGR08]. Sparsiﬁcation [KLP16b, PPSV18]. Special
[BGN+18, CHL+20, LPW16, MWY19, RRSW16, Epp07, GBFC07, Gab09,
HT10, Mat10, CRR10], speciﬁc [GMT11]. Spectral [KLP16b]. Speed
[BCP13, AA14, FFM12]. Speeding [GKM16]. Speedup [BGLZ09, EP12].
Speedups [Cha20]. Spider [Fuk17]. split [Iba08]. splittable
[EV06a, GMT11]. Spreading [DFS14]. Squarepants [Epp09b]. Squares
[HKP+18, Ko08]. SRPT [TM08]. Stabbing [Tao14, ELR+08]. Stability
[CCDL16]. stable [CF05, HMY07, IMY07, KMMP08]. Stackelberg
[Sw12]. Stars [HMVW19]. state [AA14]. Static [NS14, ALLS07]. station
Steiner [BKM09a, BKM09b, BKM15, CEGS11, CS07, CLNV14, DHK14,
DKN17, EKS05, HKN12, PP18]. Steinitz [EW20]. Stochastic
[BJKK18, DHK16]. Stock [NRS18]. Storage [BFCF+17]. Straight
[CMV16]. strategies [MPV10, Swa12]. Stream [Coh18, CCM10].
Streaming [AN16, Blna0, BG14, Elk11, ER16, EHL+18, JW13, KR16,
DFR09, FMS+10, PS19]. Streams [BDW19, CCMT14, BCG07, HS09].
Stretch [EP16, AGM+08]. strike [LY08]. String
[BG14, FV16, BF09, CKS05, CFLM07, CM07]. String-Matching [BG14].
Strings [Gaw13, BHM11]. strong [AC10, HKM12]. Strongly
[KMMP07, Lac13, TSZ14]. Structure [BLS08, BNS19, Gab17, CFLM07].
Structures
[GIKW19, GIN+17, HZM16, PP16, PP18, AKS08, DIL07, GKS+11].
Subconstant [JW13]. subdivisions [CDI+12, G09]. Subexponential
[BFPP18]. Subgraph [DV19, ST08]. Subgraphs
[BKK17, And10, HS06, PS10, WY10]. Subject [MS17]. Sublinear
[GMV09, HKN17, EMS10, RS11a]. Sublinear-Time [HKN17]. Submatrices
[HL13]. Submatrix [KNS17]. Submodular
[BHZ13, BJLY17, BF18, BFS09, CH+18, DHK16, Fe17, INV16, WZ16].
Subquadratic [Cab19, FLL+19, KKK18]. Subset [CCHM15, KX19, LRS18].
Subtree [ABH+18, Epp09b]. Succinct
[BHMS11, BCH+12, GRR06, HNS12, NS14, RRS07]. suffix
[FGGV06, RNO11]. Sun
[BJLY17, Cab19, HKS11, HKP+18, KX19, Epp09b]. Sums
[DHS16, RRS07, Vig14]. supporting [BCH+12]. Surface [CJL17]. surfaces


time-dependent [CRR09]. time-space [Cha10a]. time-varying [AZ07].

Time [AW19, ATG14, BKK17, BSN15, BK15, BG14, CBFWW15, CCKN19, CRR09, DHM14a, FLS18, GLPS17, GMP17, GS18, GHT18, HK17, KK19, LR15, LRS18, PRS20, RS17, SS18, SHHA16, WY16, AF07, AHRT05, AZ07, AK12b, BD07, BCD12, BNGK09, BKMS11, BCMSM12, BLS08, Cha10a, Cha12, DKT11, EPR10, EDKM07, GKL10, GN14, GLP06, GT08, HL06b, IM12, JS07, KMMP07, KM10, LD09, MOR13, NZC11, RW09, TM08, V05]. Time- [PRS20].

Times [BH19, GPSS15, JMR19]. Tiny [Sol13]. Tolerant [HHL16, PP16, PP18, SS08b]. tolls [Swa12]. Tools [AK18]. Top [GIN17, AHTL05]. Top- [GIN17]. Topological [FLST18, AFO18, KB06, HKM12]. Tossing [BBHT17]. total [BGLZ09, GLP06, KKW12]. tournaments [CFR10]. Tours [CKS19, GGG10]. Tower [DS08, BS06b]. Tracking [Bla20, YZ12].


Transforms [BHK16, MRR06, JW13]. transitive [Rod08]. translation [AHPSW10]. transpositions [FZ07]. Transversal [KW14]. Traveling [DT16, BHKK12, FHR07]. Treasure [TSA14]. Tree [Adj19, AGP11, CCK19, DSHK14, FV16, GT16a, GT16b, ADHY08, BG11, BM09a, BM09b, CMS07, DMRW09, Epp09b, Fij12, HSM12, JR05, PR08, BD11]. Trees [ABZ19, AFN18, BEJK19, BBT12, FP13, GT16a, GT16b, GMP17, GMS19, HST15, HK17, NS14, PRS20, STK16, ABD18, AHTL05, BHMS11, BRIDF12, CPR11, CS07, CS08, DP06, DM09, FSP08, GRR06, GKS11, HS06, HSM12, KL06, MSS11, RRS07, RNO11, Saw06, ZO08]. Treewidth [FLS18, LMS18, BFK12, MOR13]. triangle [Bla08, DK11]. triangle-free [DK11]. triangulation [CD12]. triangulations

Valuation [CD17], value [GGM10], variable [BB08], variable-length [BB08]. Variant [HL13], variants [JR05]. Variations [KR19], varying [AZ07]. VCSPs [HIMZ19]. Vehicle [GNR15], Verification [KMZ18], version [BNLT07]. Vertex [ALM°19, CHGG°17, CCHM15, HTWZ19, LRS18, DS11, GKP08, HL06a, Kar09, Kor10, RSS06, Tho10a, Tho10b, VB08, Vis08], vertex-disjoint [DS11]. Vertex-Weighted [HTWZ19], vertical [GK09]. Very [EN19]. Via [KLP°16a, APF°10, AGK07, ANFS17, Ak18, AFK°15, AKR12, BKK17, BHP19, CCW18, EPR13, FGPS08, GKK10, GGG10, GKP08, GM14, HH17, HKS11, HIMZ19, HMM°18, KW14, MOR13, Nut12, PT11, RS17, Wy13]. video [EK06], video-on-demand [EK06]. Voronoi [DHPR16], vs [GMP17, RS11b].

wait [EP05]. Walks [CMA°19, SS18]. Walsh [CI17], Warping [GS18]. Waste [SHHA16]. Weak [AFT19, FCFM09], weakly [HSS07]. Weight [PS19, KM12], Weighted [Adj19, CCW18, CV20, DHK14, DPS18, HTWZ19, Mes14, AKL10, BD07, CFR10, GR10, GKP08, KW12, VVY10, VH05, Wi10], Weights [DKN17]. Well [FV19, BCM11], Well-Behaved [FV19], Widthness [KRS19], Width [AN16, kTK°19, CDP19, FGL°19, Mar10, Oum08], Windows [BNLT07]. Windrose [ADD°18], wins [CFR10], Wireless [Hal12, KMP516, AZ07, BKMSS11, EF12, NHK08, PR12]. Without [STK16, KR18, Pag18]. Witness [HH17], witnesses [ALLT11], Wolfe [Cla10]. Word [Cha13], Words [CCKN19, BCN12, KSS09], Workspace
[AW19]. worst [ADHY08, BF07, BM08, CV07]. worst-case [ADHY08, CV07]. Writing [KS08]. Writing-all [KS08].

Yao [BGLZ09].

zero [Kau07]. Zeta [BHK+16]. Ziv [BFG09].
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